SPOTLIGHT FLYER

FINALLY, A TABLET FOR BUSINESS
With full-sized PC performance and manageability, the all new
Lenovo® ThinkPad® X1 Tablet delivers meaningful mobility
built for business, from the leader in enterprise technology.

Business technology decisions have
traditionally been a series of tradeoffs.
Value vs. vision, manageability vs.
innovation, security vs. agility, and a long
list of other compromises once left both
end-users and IT unhappy.
The new ThinkPad X1 Tablet offers a better
solution, delivering 2-in-1 convenience
users want backed by the security and
manageability decision-makers demand.

A TABLET MADE FOR TODAY
The ThinkPad X1 Tablet was made for users who
refuse to be disconnected. With an Intel® Core m7
vPro processor, precisely designed keyboard and
stylus, and detachable upgrade modules, users get
full-sized productivity whenever it’s required.
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Collect data in tablet mode, prepare reports with
the clip-on keyboard, then add an optional projector
(or extra battery life) to supercharge productivity
on the spot. Uniting big freedom with serious
manageability and the confidence you get from
MIL-SPEC durability and Lenovo reliability, it’s a
tablet built for more than browsing.

EXCEED YOUR EXPECTATIONS

Sponsored by Lenovo and Intel®

• BUILT TO MOVE, MADE TO MATTER
The tablet weighs just over 1.75 lb and provides
over 10 hours of battery life (15 hours with the
Productivity module). You can add LTE-A
wireless for the always-on computing your
users and business deserve.

For more information, visit www.lenovo.com/think

SPOTLIGHT FLYER
• DESIGNED FOR REAL-WORLD WORKLOADS
Traditional tablets can’t meet the demands of
diverse digital days. Up to 1TB of PCIe SSD; 16GB
RAM; precision keyboard and stylus; and swappable
Productivity and Presenter modules deliver extended
functionality on demand.
• INNOVATION YOU CAN TRUST
Real mobility doesn’t have to compromise
dependability or value, thanks to Intel manageability,
security including TPM, and a global network of
service and support providers.

BACKED BY THE WORLD’S PC LEADER
As the world’s No. 1 PC maker, Lenovo helps organizations transform their work through thoughtful design, precise
engineering, and nonstop innovation. We back it all with a global network of expert service and solution providers.

SERVICES
Accidental Damage Protection – Reduce costs and protect against unforeseen expenses with Lenovo damage protection services.
Priority Technical Support – 24/7 priority call routing to advanced-level technicians, electronic incident tracking, and escalation
management. Not available in all regions.
Warranty Upgrades – Maximize PC uptime and productivity with fast and convenient onsite repairs in as little as four hours.
Warranty Extensions – Available for periods of up to five years (depending on the system), warranty extensions allow organizations to
accurately budget for equipment expenses.
Asset Tagging – Increase the efficiency of asset management and help manage overall PC lifecycle support needs with factory-installed
custom tags for quick and accurate tracking.
Keep Your Drive – Protect sensitive information in the unlikely event that a drive fails while covered under warranty, improving data security
and potentially alleviating liability risks.
Imaging Services – Reduce deployment time and keep your IT staff focused on facilitating financial services by pre-loading your
organization’s image requirements during production.
Lenovo Financial Services – Lenovo offers leasing and financing solutions to help companies preserve working capital and align expense
budgets with revenue streams as needed.

ACCESSORIES
ThinkPad X1 Tablet Modules

ThinkPad X1 WiGig Dock

Quickly upgrade for new tasks

Clutter-free connection to

ThinkPad Pen Pro
A natural, intuitive

displays, peripherals,

writing experience

and accessories
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